Abstract-In such real data mining applications as medical diagnosis, fraud detection and fault classification, and so on, the two problems that the error cost is expensive and the reject cost is class-dependent are often encountered. In order to overcome those problems, firstly, the general mathematical description of the Binary Classification Problem with Error Cost and Class-dependent Reject Cost (BCP-EC2RC) is proposed. Secondly, as one of implementation methods of BCP-EC2RC, the new algorithm, named as Cost-sensitive Support Vector Machines with the Error Cost and the Class-dependent Reject Cost (CSVM-EC2RC), is presented. The CSVM-EC2RC algorithm involves two stages: estimating the classification reliability based on trained SVM classifier, and determining the optimal reject rate of positive class and negative class by minimizing the average cost based on the given error cost and class-dependent reject cost. The experiment studies based on a benchmark data set illustrate that the proposed algorithm is effective.
. On the basis of multi-expert system, Foggia (1999) presents a method of determining the best tradeoff between the error rate and reject rate based on the estimation of the reliability of each classification act and on the evaluation of the convenience of rejecting the input example when the reliability is under a domain-dependent threshold [3] . Thomas (2006) proposed a two-stage classifier to explore the interaction between classification performance and reject performance for distance-based reject-option classifiers [4] . Claudio (2000) extended Foggia's results and adapted the behavior of the reject option to the requirements of the considered application domain [5] . The reject option involves two stages: 1) evaluating the classification reliability [3] ; 2) rejecting the unreliable classified samples with a fixed threshold [5, 6] or an optimum one [7] .
In present paper, we define the reject cost as overall cost (or loss) resulted from the introduction of the reject act, and consider that the cost of rejecting a positive example is unequal to that of rejecting negative one. For example, in medical diagnosis, the cost of rejecting a patient example is bigger than that of rejecting healthy one. The former involves both deteriorating the state of an illness (even the loss of life) and further diagnosis, while the latter only involves further diagnosis. Obviously, the cost of the former is higher than that of the latter, which is the reject cost is class-dependent, which can not be found in current researches. In those conditions, the currently-available algorithms without taking the assumption of reject cost being class-dependent into account do not perform well [8] . In order to solve the above problem, firstly, the general mathematic description of Binary Classification Problem with Error Cost and Class-dependent Reject Cost (BCP-EC 2 RC) is proposed. Secondly, as one of implementation methods of solving the BCP-EC 2 RC problem, the novel algorithm, named as Cost-sensitive Support Vector Machines with Error Cost and Class-dependent Reject Cost (CSVM-EC 2 RC), is presented and is derived by integrating the above costs into SVM. The researches in this paper belong to the context of Cost-sensitive Learning and Cost-sensitive Data Mining [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the standard SVM is reviewed. In Section III, we formulate the binary classification problem with error cost and class-dependent reject cost. The algorithm procedure is realized in Section IV. In Section V, the numerical experiments on UCI data sets are presented. Finally, conclusions and future works are eventually reported in Section VI. 
where k denotes the number of examples, and l denotes the dimension number of predictive attributes i x . Suppose
is used to classify the training data (1), the task of SVM algorithm is to minimize the expected cost where n and p denote the label of negative class (i.e., -1 class) and that of positive class (i.e., +1 class), respectively. 
where That is the former is the generalization of the latter, and the latter is the special case of the former.
IV. THE CSVM-EC2RC ALGORITHM
As one of the implementation methods of solving the BCP-EC 2 RC problem presented in section 3, based on SVM, the algorithm CSVM-EC 2 RC is proposed and is derived in the following sections.
A. Estimation of Post-probability based on SVM
Based on the known training data (1) and the SVM algorithm, the optimal decision hyper-plane is derived as 
The post-probability of example i x belonging to the positive class is estimated by
where a is the parameter of Sigmoid function. The post-probability of i x belonging to the negative class is 1 .
B. Evaluation of Classification Reliability
In order to avoid running a high risk of misclassification, the input example is rejected when its classification reliability is lower than a specific threshold. The low classification reliability is generally due to the situation that two classes are estimated to have a comparable likeness [3, 5] . For the i th example, let 1 i π denote the value of the post-probability of the winning class and 2 i π denote the value of the post-probability of the other class, which is formulated as following 1 2 max( , ), min( , ).
Then the classification reliability parameter of example i x is defined by 
C. Optimal Reject Rate
Based on the classification reliability parameter , is rejected if its classification reliability is lower than its reject threshold, and the corresponding average cost can be evaluated according to (4) . The rejected samples involve not only the ones that could be misclassified but also the ones that could be classified correctly, that is the introduction of reject option has a side effect. The optimal reject thresholds can be solved by 
where the probability r P , p e P and p e P are estimated by (5) and (6). 
A. Data Sets and Settings
Two data sets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [12] are used to empirically evaluate the performance of CSVM-EC 2 RC algorithm. Information about these data sets is summarized as follow: 1) Data Sets:
• German Credit data: There are 1000 instances in this data set, 300 (30%) of which belong to positive class (i.e., fraudulent class), and 700 (70%) negative class (i.e., genuine class). Each instance contains 24 predictive attributes and 1 class attributes. 
B. Experimental Results
The experimental results on German Credit data set and Australian Credit Approval data set are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 .
When the reject rate of negative class is zero, it is shown that with the reject rate of positive class increases from 0 to 0.32 (in Fig. 1 (a) ) and from 0 to 0.087 (in Fig. 2 (a) ), the average cost associated with both rejecting and misclassifying the examples of positive class decreases from 0.333 to the minimum 0.317 (in Fig. 1 (a) ) and from 0.263 to the minimum 0.257 (in Fig. 2 (a) ), while with the reject rate of positive class increases further, the average cost related with positive class increases also and reaches 1 (at this point, all examples of positive class are rejected) finally. Those results mean that the introduction of rejecting examples of positive class could reduce the average cost of positive class. It is worth noting that, in Fig. 1 (d) and Fig. 2 (d) , the increase of reject rate of positive class leads to the decrease of error rate of positive class, and the former degrades the performance of classifier, while the latter improves the classification performance. The optimal reject rate of positive class when the reject threshold of negative class is equal to 0, therefore, means that the summation of error cost and reject cost of positive is minimized.
The similar results are presented in Fig. 1 (b) and Fig. 2 (b) when the reject rate of positive class is zero. By comparing Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 1 (b), Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2 (b) , it can be seen that the optimal reject rate of positive class when 0 n σ = is less than that of negative class when 0 p σ = , and we argue that the introduction of domain knowledge p n r r > causes the above results. In Fig. 1 (c) and Fig. 2 (c) , the effect of reject rate of positive class and negative class on global average cost is illustrated based on the contour of average cost. It is depicted that the average cost declines by integrating the error cost and class-dependent reject cost into classical SVM. RC classifier achieves a better performance: 1) global average cost decrease from 0.6345 to 0.5726 on German Credit data set and from 0.6492 to 0.5050 on Australian Credit Approval data set; 2) error rate decrease significantly both in positive class and negative class on these two data sets. The results in TABLE I reinforce the conclusion from previous experiment: the performances of our CSVM-EC 2 RC algorithm are very encouraging.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
It is considered in this paper that one of problems encountered in real data mining applications is that the reject cost is class-dependent. The new algorithm, CSVM-EC 2 RC, by embedding the error cost and class-dependent reject cost into conventional SVM, is proposed to solve the above problem. The conclusions based on the experiment studies on a benchmark data set are as followings. Firstly, the effectiveness of classifier designed by introducing the class-dependent reject cost is improved, which leads to the decrease of average cost. Secondly, given the error cost and class-dependent reject cost, the optimal reject rate of negative class is bigger than that of positive class based on the application of proposed algorithm into fraud detection.
The CSVM-EC 2 RC algorithm formulated in present paper is one of the implementation methods of the proposed BCP-EC 2 RC problem related to many real data mining applications. The future works could involve developing another method to solve the problem and applying the proposed algorithm to medical diagnosis or fault diagnosis domains.
